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Ladies in lavender string quartet sheet music

The beautiful, nostalgic theme from Ladies in Lavender was presented on the soundtrack of the film by Joshua Bell and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. It has been transcribed for violin and piano by composer Nigel Hess. Hess has long been known in the UK as a music composer for film, theatre and television, as well as music for the traditional surroundings of the concert
hall. This wonderful piece is ideal for weddings and other events. Published by Faber Music.Violation: A4 Title: Theme by Ladies at LavenderComposer: Nigel HessArranger: Editor: Publisher: Faber Music Instrumentation: Violin and PianoMeria Included: Violin part, piano scoreAdditive information: Sheet Music Back Policy If you are not satisfied with this item for any reason, you
can return it for a full return within 30 days of purchase. Unless the music received is defective or accidentally shipped, all returned music will be subject to a stock renewal fee of $2.00 per title. If you have any questions about the warranty of this product or to make a refund, please contact our Customer Service Department at 800.793.4334 or email us at [email protected] World's
Largest Concert Band BandComosed Score Selection by Nigel Hess (1953-). Five or more. Total music performance? Solo small sets? Wind zone. Faber Edition: Faber Wind Zone Series. 20th century. The masterpiece. Part(s); Score. Faber Music #12-0571570429. Published by Faber Music (AP.12-0571570429). Item number: AP.12-0571570429 ISBN 9780571570423.
English.This is Nigel Hass's own setting of the main theme from the result of his film To Ladies in Lavender, the 2004 feature film directed by Charles Dance and starring Dame Judi Dench and Dame Maggie Smith. This is easy to mediate level of difficulty. This website uses cookies to analyze our use of our products, assist in promotion and marketing efforts, analyze traffic and
provide third-party content. You consent to our cookies and privacy policy if you continue to use this website. Please see our Privacy Policy for details. ISBN:0571533965Anvust:Faber MusicArrangement form:Orchestral SoloAdditional InformationTheme on Ladies in Lavender directed by Charles Dance and starring Dame Judi Dench and Dame Maggie Smith. Composed and
arranged by Nigel Hess for violin with piano accompaniment. Add to the basket Add to the list Nigel Hess's most recent film score for 'Ladies in Lavender', the feature film directed by Charles Dance and starring Dame Judi Dench and Dame Maggie Smith. Nigel has arranged the main theme from fim to violin and piano. Soundtrack, performed by the Virtuoso American violinist
Joshua Bell and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, is now available at Sony Classics. ISBN: 9780571533961 (0571533965) If you are looking for a setting of a specific track (perhaps requested in a short time), you can find it here. For custom work – settings, engraving, modifications (key change, instruments, etc.) – please e-mail or call Gerl at 214-373-9498, or just use the form
below: Violin - Advanced; IntermediateSymable by Nigel Hess (1953-). What's next? A solo? Solo small sets? String - Violin and piano. Faber edition. 20th century. Masterwork; Movie. Part(s); Score. Faber Music #12-0571537316. Published by Faber Music (AP.12-0571537316). Item number: AP.12-0571537316 ISBN 9780571537310. English.Fantasy for violin and piano was
originally written for the final scene of the feature film Ladies in Lavender in which two Cornish sisters (Dames Judi Dench and Maggie Smith) attend a London premiere of a young Virtuosus violinist (Daniel Bruhl) who have been nurtured back to health after a tragic accident at sea. Although the piece was supposedly composed by the fictional Boris Danilov, the work of creating
an authentic period piece of dazzling violin music fell to the film's composer, Nigel Hess, who used the film's main theme, turning the romantic big theme into an extended, bravura little variation full of dramatic intensity and longing. He has now become a popular piece in his own right, establishing himself (not unlike the Warsaw Concerto before that) as a favorite audience in the
concert repertoire. The work was presented on the soundtrack of the film by Joshua Bell with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, under the direction of the composer. Longtime friend, colleague and great violinist April Kondrat - who tracks scores for her daughter's wedding - provided the necessary motivation for a string quartet arrangement of the theme Ladies in Lavender. The
original score of the 2004 film was written by Nigel Hess and performed by Joshua Bell and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. While the music probably takes some inspiration from Massenet's Meditation by Thais, it has emotion, mood and cinematic sweep discreetly its own and would be quite ideal for a super romantic procession of family members and escorts, especially if
timed well with the arc of music. Listen to Joshua Bell's great performance: performance:
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